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15 to 18 July: digital Transborder Summer Camp +++ 16 July in Alzenau: trial because

of the call for BürgerInnenAsyl +++ 25 July in Darmstadt: meeting of We`ll Come 

United +++ 26 July in Darmstadt: third Anti-Ra council +++ 25 to 29 August in Leipzig 

and online: Congress Future for All +++ Newsletter and Demo of the Initiative 19. 

February Hanau +++ Handbook Solidarity Asylum +++ Balkan Bridge +++ From Sea to 

City: Series of Online Conferences started +++ borderline europe: EU-Libya 

Collaboration - Pull-backs by Remote Control +++ medico: "Voluntary Return" - 

Human Rights Violations in Return Programs +++ WatchTheMed Alarm Phone - New 

Report on Central Med +++ Human Rights Award of Pro Asyl for Alarm Phone +++ 

Reading recommendation Medico: More than an exploding No +++ Outlook: 2nd to 

5th of September: Transnational decentralized days of action - 5 years after the 

March of Hope - Call of We`ll Come United

DEAR FRIENDS!

A year ago, 500 activists from numerous cities in 

Europe and Africa gathered near Nantes for an 

inspiring and empowering Transborder Summer 

Camp (TSC). In the last Kompass we had already 

promoted the new brochure, which documents 

some exemplary impressions: https://trans-

border.net/index.php/broshure/. Based on the 

contents in this brochure, a digital Summer Camp - 

the digital TSC - will take place next week. The aim is

to try to initiate at least an online exchange about 

"Freedom of Movement in (post)Corona Times", 

to discuss current challenges of different networks 

in working groups and last but not least to make 

arrangements regarding the mobilisation for the 

transnational days of action at the beginning of 

September.

Of course, after the last months and countless virtual meetings we all know: the net cannot 

replace real network meetings. We need face to face meetings to really see each other, to 

talk and invent new things in spontaneous and informal rounds or to get to the bottom of 

strategic questions. This works online only in rare cases or not at all and many people are 



excluded from this form of communication anyway. In this respect, we are convinced that - 

and this applies at least to Germany - we should use the summer months of July, August and 

September as much as possible to get together in real life. We do not know whether and - if 

so - how strong a second corona wave will return in autumn and winter and will again restrict 

us further. Therefore: whether in mini-camps or open air conferences, in park meetings or 

at demonstrations on the street: Let`s use the summertime!

At the end of July the AntiRa-Council in 

Darmstadt, in August the demonstration in 

Hanau and the congress in Leipzig, finally at the 

beginning of September to the action days 

everywhere: in the calendar of this summer- 

Kompass several dates and possibilities of such 

real meetings are made strong. Coming 

together and working together in crass times. 

In spite of and against the multiple catastrophes. 

This seems more important than ever to us. At 

the last meeting of We'll Come United and under 

the impression of the mobilizations of Black Lives

matter, a Sudanese friend had emphasized: "We 

believe we all share one big struggle , let's fight 

on it united. Let's connect and plan actions 

together. We should call for a wide justice and 

rights alliance!" In the meetings mentioned and 

planned, it will be precisely about developing a practice-oriented narrative for the 2020s 

within the entire spectrum of anti-racist networks as well in cross-over with other social 

movements. Connecting everyday struggles, solidifying the progressive pole and 

strengthening the transnational cooperations!

Another friend at medico international recently drafted very impressively: "Social protests 

often appear (in it) as merely negative, as outbreak and letting go discontent, and ultimately 

even as an image of helplessness desperately appealing to power. As suddenly as these 

protests often erupt and then provoke short, heated debates, they are themselves seldom 

the subject of a deeper analysis or even a narrative of political and historical continuity. But 

what if they are fed by more than spontaneously exploding No`s, what if they are 

perhaps part of a long-lasting process that takes place below the registers of a vertical 

power of institutions? Wouldn't there then be every reason to be at least optimistic and 

pessimistic at the same time? And aren't there also reasons to see the countless uprisings 

and movements of recent years as an expression of an existing global force, and not merely 

as an appendage to catastrophe?“ In a nutshell: "It remains alive and constantly resurge 

what pushes into a different future."

In this sense - for a summer of possibilism!

Greetings of solidarity from the Kompass Crew
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DATES AND INFORMATION FOR JULY AND AUGUST 2020

15.-18.07.2020 DIGITAL TRANSBORDER SUMMER CAMP

One year ago, we met at the ZAD near 

Nantes for the Transborder Summer Camp: 

more than 500 activists came together for 

amazing exchange and mutual inspiration. 

Now, we want to invite you for a digitalTSC 

from the 15-18.07.2020. With the digitalTSC

we want to provide a space to re-discuss 

strategies and challenges in (post) Corona

times: we want to continue the discussions 

and networking debates that took place at 

the TSC, to understand where we are now 1 

year later. And importantly, we want to propose a transnational decentralized mobilization 

for the beginning of September: on the 5th anniversary of the “March of Hope” – and the 

historic breakthrough against the border regime in 2015 during the long summer of 

migration along the Balkan route.

The digitalTSC will take place in different online meetings.

PROGRAM, UPDATED INFORMATION AND LINK TO THE STREAM FOR THE PUBLIC SESSIONS SOON HERE:

HTTPS://TRANS-BORDER.NET/INDEX.PHP/DIGITAL-TSC-TSC-NUMERIQUE/ 

REGISTRATION (DEADLINE AT 12.07.20!!) IS NEEDED TO JOIN THE WORKSHOPS. THE OPENING AND THE 

CLOSING SESSIONS WILL TAKE PLACE PUBLIC AND STREAMED. ALL INFORMATION TO FOLLOW AT 

HTTPS://TRANS-BORDER.NET 

16.07.2020  ALZENAU: TRIAL BECAUSE OF CALL FOR CITIZENS' ASYLUM 

Solidarity instead of 

deportation! Court case in 

Alzenau on 16 July 2020

Activist from Hanau accused of 

"public call to crime“

For Thursday, July 16, 2020, at 

12 noon a court case against a 

no one is illegal activist from 

Hanau,Hagen Kopp, is 

scheduled. The accusation: 

"Public incitement to commit 

crimes". The background: Hagen Kopp is listed with his name in the imprint of the website: 

https://aktionbuergerinnenasyl.de 

"Protect people from deportation - Join in." Under this slogan the germanwide campaign 

advertises on the website for practical solidarity with people who are to be deported in 

"poverty, persecution or even war"…
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P.S.: Under Corona conditions, access to the courtroom in Alzenau is limited to seven (!) 

persons. In this respect, there is no point in driving to the trial. If the expected acquittal does 

not come about, we will develop other ways to show solidarity against this charge.

P.P.S.: Verbatim quotation from the criminal order of the district court Alzenau: "The public 

prosecutor's office Aschaffenburg charges you with the following facts: On 19.07.2019 you 

called on the internet page www.aktionbuergerinnenasyl.de  to 'grant citizen asylum to 

people threatened by deportation and to hide them in their apartments if necessary'. You are

therefore accused of having called for an illegal act in public, in a meeting or by distributing 

writings. In doing so, you accepted that your demand would be taken seriously.“

CONTACT: NO HUMAN IS ILLEGAL HANAU

METZGERSTRASSE 8, 63450 HANAU

KMII-HANAU@ANTIRA.INFO 

25. 07.2020 DARMSTADT: MEETING OF WE`LL COME UNITED

We`ll Come United will meet on July 25th in Darmstadt to further prepare the mobilization 

for the beginning of September (see below under Outlook). 

CONTACT AND MORE INFORMATION SOON: HTTPS://WWW.WELCOME-UNITED.ORG 

26.07.2020 DARMSTADT: THIRD ANTI-RA-COUNCIL

„Dear friends, we would like to invite you to the third Anti-Ra-Council on Sunday, 26 July 2020

from 11.00 to 17.00 o'clock. We want to follow up on the two important meetings in 

Göttingen in February and March in Frankfurt and discuss the current situation and 

(post)corona challenges in Darmstadt at the end of July. And of course we want to exchange 

practical developments and possibilities, from the Black Lives matter mobilizations in June to

the planned action days in early September in view of the fifth anniversary of the March of 

Hope.

In a similar structure to the previous two meetings, we propose the following agenda:

11.00 to 13.00: discussion, overview, assessment of the current situation in the struggles 

against racism and exclusion; break (one hour)

14.00 to 15.30: Three parallel working groups on the fight against deportations, on 

Migrantifa and on external borders; break (30 minutes) 

16.00 to 17.00: Closing session with concrete results and appointments, and taking up the 

question of the earlier idea of a joint winter conference.

Please send us your feedback for this meeting in Darmstadt by July 15th at the latest, and 

even better would be short assessments or comments on your interests and priorities. 

Accordingly, we would then send out a second invitation for July 26th one week before the 

meeting. And of course we will also send the exact location and directions to Darmstadt.

Best regards from the Welcome United Orga-Crew

PLEASE CONTACT AND REGISTER VIA KMII-HANAU@ANTIRA.INFO 
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25.-29.08.2020 LEIPZIG AND ONLINE: CONGRESS FUTURE FOR ALL

"The Future For All Congress will take place. Hundreds of events await you on a largely digital

congress site. We look forward to making the entire congress program available to you on 15 

July. 

In the last compass we had already introduced the axis on freedom of movement. 

In the following two exemplary workshop descriptions:

*Lessons learnt? Everyday struggles and (self-)organization* 

Workshop of "In what society do we want to live?!"

We are people who use the Alarm Phone to support migrants crossing the Mediterranean 

Sea, to organize themselves with the people in the refugee camps or with homeless people, 

to fight for their villages with people affected by brown coal or to fight for an economy of 

solidarity. We want to talk about political work from the perspective of those affected and 

about experiences of "mixed organisation": about everyday struggles on the way to societies 

in which we want to live. 

In this two-part workshop we want to discuss our approach and working methods based on 

concrete, practical experiences in different social movements. In the following questions, we 

see numerous parallel problems that we would like to work on in a cross-over way: Who 

speaks for whom and how are the goals and practices of initiatives and campaigns 

determined? How can we adopt a stakeholder perspective without smearing differences? 

Why do we stress the continuity of everyday struggles and why are we rather critical of short-

term campaigns? How central is the "shared cup of tea" as a symbol of everyday contacts, 

mutual listening, and taking time and taking things seriously? How important is the 

establishment of common social spaces? Why does "empowerment" and "skill-sharing" play 

such a central role? So what does "mixed organisation" mean?  Perhaps this? "We want to 

overcome divisions and this idea - the idea of solidarity - does not presuppose equality. On 

the contrary: solidarity is the project of unequal people. And the vision of a society of equals 

who are nevertheless different, draws its strength from the future, from a utopia."

From the Sea to the City - Discussion event of the WatchTheMed Alarm Phone

"From the Sea to the City" combines rescue operations at sea with the demand for communal

reception in the desired destinations of refugees and migrants. Those active in sea rescue 

meet with mayors and city councils as well as with initiatives of „seabridge“ and "Solidarity 

Cities". We want to present this transnational approach and discuss how we can further 

develop it despite and against the intensified repression in the context of Corona. 

"Ferries instead of Frontex" is and remains the demand of the Alarm Phone (AP) to put an 

immediate end to dying at sea. However, today we seem far away from the realisation of safe

routes - and to make our project superfluous.  But all sea routes remain contested spaces to 

this day. And we fight with - for every boat and its arrival in a safe harbour in Europe. The AP 

combines real-time interventions with critical documentation and public relations work. We 

seek cooperation with local grassroots initiatives and with migrant self-organisations on both

sides of the Mediterranean. The AP has developed into a continuous infrastructure for the 

right to freedom of movement, following the persistence of migratory movements in the 

fight against the EU border regime. It is in this spirit that we have developed the slogan 
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"From the Sea to the City", which interconnects the operations at sea with the demand for 

local reception in the desired destinations of the refugees and migrants. In the framework of 

the "Palermo Charter Platform Process", since 2018 active people from sea rescue have been 

meeting with mayors and city councils as well as with initiatives of „seabridge“ and "Solidarity

Cities". What does the interim balance look like? How can things continue - despite and with 

Corona? What are the planned next steps?

FURTHER INFORMATION HERE HTTPS://ZUKUNFTFUERALLE.JETZT 

NEWSLETTER AND DEMO OF THE INITIATIVE 19 FEBRUARY HANAU

Around August 19, 2020 - six 

months after the racist terrorist 

attack in Hanau - the Initiative 19

February Hanau is planning a 

larger demonstration that will 

focus on the demands of the 

families of the victims and of the

survivors of this attack. The 

exact date will be announced 

with a first call on July 19 and 

can then be found on the 

initiative's website: 

https://19feb-hanau.org  

Here you can also find the first newsletter of the initiative: "Every month we will tell here, 

with varying foci, what our struggle of the last four weeks was mainly about, which were our 

most important successes and setbacks and in what form we kept up the commemoration of 

Ferhat, Gökhan, Mercedes, Vili, Hamza, Nesar, Sedat, Kaloyan and Fatih on the 19th of this 

month. After the racist murders of our nine brothers and sisters on 19 February 2020 in 

Hanau, we made a promise to each other at the subsequent pickets, rallies and 

commemorations: That their names, their faces and their stories would not be forgotten. 

That we will fight for a complete investigation of the background of the murder. That we will 

demand justice and change in this society and in the structures and authorities. That we will 

not leave the families, the victims and survivors alone and that we will not let the racist 

murders of February 19 be swept under the carpet again.

We will raise our voices and use them to ensure that the government finally draws the 

consequences. That it is finally recognised that we not only have an everyday racism problem,

but a deep-seated right-wing terror problem that costs lives. We want to prevent that it 

remains with inconsequential sadness and empty words of the politicians.

We want to put an end to right-wing murders and uncover right-wing networks and to 

recognise and address the danger they pose. We want the authorities to be denazified and it 

to be recognised that it is the victims, not the perpetrators, who must be protected. In order 

to give visibility to precisely these demands and goals, to give visibility to memory and 

resistance, we have opened a social center, a Laden“, as we call it. At Heumarkt, the first 

crime scene of the terrible night of February 19th..." 
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THE WHOLE NEWSLETTER HERE (IN GERMAN): HTTPS://19FEB-HANAU.ORG/2020/07/05/NEWSLETTER-

JUNI-2020-01/ 

HANDBOOK SOLIDARITY ASYLUM

„Today we are happy to share 

our small handbook 

"Solidarity Asyl - support 

people in hiding from 

deportation" with you.As you

might have heard, we as the 

core group of 

Bürger*innenasyl Berlin have 

made the difficult decision to

stop mediating room offers. 

Our email address will also only be in service until the end of June. Nevertheless, we still 

strongly believe that Citizen Asylum can be a useful tool in the struggle against 

deportation, and would like to encourage anyone who has the ability to provide support 

to do so independently. To this end, we have put together a handbook with tips from our

own experience. 

YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE HOW-TO GUIDE HERE:

HTTPS://BUERGER-INNEN-ASYL-BERLIN.ORG/STATIC/BLOG/SOLIDARITYASYL_HANDBOOK_DE.PDF 

HTTPS://BUERGER-INNEN-ASYL-BERLIN.ORG/STATIC/BLOG/SOLIDARITYASYL_HANDBOOK_ENG.PDF 

FEEL FREE TO PRINT AND SPREAD THE LEAFLET ONLINE AND OFFLINE IN YOUR NETWORKS AND AT 

EVENTS!

BALKANBRÜCKE/BALKAN BRIDGE

"The Balkan Bridge is an alliance of initiatives, 

projects and individual activists to support people 

on the run along the Balkan route. Through our 

experiences in Greece, Bosnia, Serbia, but also 

through our work in Germany, we have noticed 

how little public awareness there is of the issue. 

Our alliance is intended to be a platform for 

sharing information on developments and human 

rights violations along the Balkan route and for 

bringing it to a broad public.  We focus our work on

human rights violations in the Balkans and along the borders there. These, like the 

criminalisation of sea rescue, are part of the EU's inhumane and lethal policy of exclusion. 

Together we want to increase political pressure and fight for safe escape routes and freedom

of movement for all". 

MORE INFORMATION HERE: HTTP://BALKANBRUECKE.ORG 
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FROM SEA TO CITY: SERIES OF ONLINE CONFERENCES LAUNCHED

On 2 July, the new transnational alliance organised a first online event, which can be 

viewed under the following link:

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/FROMSEATOCITY/  

ALL FURTHER INFORMATION AND THE NEXT EVENTS HERE: 

HTTPS://FROMSEATOCITY.EU  

BORDERLINE EUROPE: EU LIBYA COLLABORATION - PULL-BACKS BY REMOTE 
CONTROL

Together with AlarmPhone, Sea-Watch and Mediterranea, we launched the report 

“Remote control: the EU-Libya collaboration in mass interceptions of migrants in the 

Central Mediterranean” denouncing the support brought to the so-called Libyan Coast 

Guard by EU member states to control migration in and around the Central 

Mediterranean. The EU’s increasing outsourcing of responsibility for rescue has led to 

mass pull-backs of migrants to Libya by ‘remote control’ from EU aerial assets.

Alarm Phone, borderline-europe, Mediterranea and Sea-Watch have directly witnessed 

and documented illegal push- and pull-backs to Libya coordinated by European 

authorities, such as Frontex and EUNAVFOR Med, and implemented by the so-called 

Libyan Coast Guard, an EU-funded and trained group of militias with a track record of 

blatant human rights violations and collaboration with people smugglers.

On June 17 we presented the report in an online discussion via the UnitedWeTalk 

platform. Based on their first-hand observations, activists from the emergency hotline 

AlarmPhone and the Search and Rescue NGOs Mediterranea and Sea-Watch,together 

with us, reported on how the aerial collaboration between the EU and Libya works 

operationally and how it contributes to the mass interception of fleeing migrants. While 

our guest speakers, Sally Hayden (journalist) and Yasha Maccanico (Statewatch) touched 

upon recent developments in the Libyan camps and pointed out the accountability of 

European actors. Considering the ongoing civil war and countless reports of torture, rape

and further degrading treatment taking place in detention centers, it is clear that Libya 

cannot be considered a safe country for people on the move.

YOU CAN WATCH THE FULL ONLINE DISCUSSION: 

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=R9URCLYKJN4 

MORE INFORMATION HERE:

HTTPS://WWW.BORDERLINE-EUROPE.DE/UNSERE-ARBEIT/EU-LIBYEN-KOOPERATION-PULL-BACKS-

FERNSTEUERUNG-0?L=EN

 

MEDICO INTERNATIONAL: "VOLUNTARY RETURN" - HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN
RETURN PROGRAMMES

„Immer "Again and again there are reports 

of blatant violations of humanitarian 

conditions in IOM's return programmes. A 

new study by Bread for the world and 

medico international confirms the 

accusations. The EU has been outsourcing 
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border controls for years and is focusing on promoting "voluntary" return within regions of 

origin and transit so that migrants do not even reach Europe's external borders. A new study 

by Bread for the World and medico international shows that the EU accepts human rights 

violations at the external borders and in the transit countries Libya, Niger and Algeria. The EU

Commission had launched the Emergency Aid Trust Fund for Africa in 2015. A joint task force 

of the European Union, the African Union and the United Nations commissioned the 

International Organization for Migration (IOM) to implement a humanitarian return program 

for migrants, but in fact there are repeated reports of blatant violations of humanitarian 

conditions. In her study, author Jill Alpes can now prove that participation in return program 

is often involuntary and that considerable psychological and in individual cases also physical 

pressure is exerted on migrants to agree to return...".

DIRECT LINK TO THE STUDY: 

HTTPS://WWW.MEDICO.DE/FILEADMIN/USER_UPLOAD/MEDIA/RUECKKEHR-STUDIE-EN.PDF  

WATCHTHEMED ALARM PHONE – NEW REPORT ABOUT CENTRAL MED

Also in the Central Mediterranean Sea: 

Black Lives Matter!

„Over the past six months, January to 

June 2020, the Central Mediterranean 

Sea has continued to be a zone of 

violence, human rights abuses, 

disappearances and deaths, as well as a 

stage of struggles for freedom of 

movement, both by people fleeing Libya 

and by the Civil Fleet. The ongoing 

conflicts in Libya and attempts to further

close European harbours to migrants 

have exacerbated the already dire conditions of people who are trying to escape torture 

camps and to reach Europe. Most recently, using the excuse of having to ‘protect’ from the 

Covid-19 virus, European authorities have reinforced its repressive border control industry 

through EU air surveillance, by engaging merchant vessels or ghost fleets in illegal push-

backs, and by providing money and resources to strengthen the illegal operations of the so-

called Libyan coastguards. Despite European attempts to militarise external borders, to deter

people’s movement and to facilitate the capture and detention of those crossing the sea, 

thousands of people have bravely managed to evade capture and to reach Europe, either au-

tonomously or through the support of the Civil Fleet. …“

FULL REPORT HERE: HTTPS://ALARMPHONE.ORG/EN/2020/07/06/ALSO-IN-THE-CENTRAL-MEDITERRA-

NEAN-SEA-BLACK-LIVES-MATTER/?POST_TYPE_RELEASE_TYPE=POST 

HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD FROM PRO ASYL FOR ALARM PHONE  

"In the Central Mediterranean, EU Member States ignore their obligations under 

international law. The work of the Watch the Med - Alarm Phone exposes the EU's failure to 

provide assistance and its ongoing breach of international law. For their commitment to 
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people in distress at sea they receive this year's Human Rights Award from the PRO ASYL 

Foundation ...".

THE FULL TEXT HERE (IN GERMAN): HTTPS://WWW.PROASYL.DE/NEWS/GEGEN-DAS-STERBEN-IM-

MITTELMEER-UNSER-MENSCHENRECHTSPREIS-2020-GEHT-AN-DAS-ALARM-PHONE/ 

READING RECOMMENDATION MEDICO: MORE THAN AN EXPLODING NO

"...Even Angela Davis has recently placed the revolt in the USA in a long tradition of fighting, 

which for her is now condensing into an ultimate opportunity. In a BBC interview, she said 

that this particular historical upswing holds the possibility of a political change "such as we 

have never experienced before". Racism, the consequences of slavery and colonialism had 

never before been challenged in this way. And quite honestly: she must know! 

To follow the traces of the global uprisings as a continuum and as an expression of a living 

social world means to recognize the specific kind of power they exercise beyond political 

institutions: the recognition of their ability to produce what is common without having what 

we in Germany call the public or state community work at their disposal...". 

THE TEXT BY MARIO NEUMANN WAS ALREADY QUOTED IN THE INTRODUCTION, HERE IS THE LINK TO 

THE ENTIRE GUEST ARTICLE WORTH READING IN THE TAZ (IN GERMAN):

HTTPS://TAZ.DE/PROTESTE-WELTWEIT/!171171/

OUTLOOK

02.-05.09.2020 TRANSNATIONAL DEZENTRALIZED ACTIONDAYS

Excerpts from the call from We`ll Come United

5 years March of hope: We stay united! Racism 

kills: we will fight!

We'll Come United calls and invites you to 

‘Antiracism Days’ from 2 to 5 September 2020

After the assassination of George Floyd by a police 

officer in Minneapolis, the Black Lives Matter 

movement took over the streets. They showed 

everyone that racism is a global system and that 

anti-racist struggles are the focal point of social 

change. In an impressive wave of global 

demonstrations, it became clear that there are 

countless connections between our struggles. We 

believe that we need new, broad coalitions for 

justice, for social and political rights. We need to go 

beyond particular movements and work 

transnationally to build a new common ground.(…)

Institutional racism determines our daily life: in 

offices and government bureaucracies, in the police, in the search for housing as well as  in 

paid work. Exclusion creates the conditions for the racist exploitation of people working in 
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low-wage sectors and the underground economy. Racism hurts and kills on many different 

levels.

This is what our daily protest and resistance is against. We oppose this through the 

development and expansion of solidarity structures. Against this we organise ourselves with 

demonstrations, parades and campaigns. The social movements that clearly fight against all 

forms of racism are getting stronger. Our demands are getting louder: for a right to stay and 

papers for all, for freedom of movement and open borders, for equal rights for all. (…)

We call for decentralised anti-racist action days in early September. September 2015, exactly 

five years ago, marked a historic breakthrough against the border regime. The March of Hope

had demonstrated that it is possible to overcome borders. The Summer of Migration had 

shown that an open Europe is imaginable.

We want to remember and build on these 

experiences. That is why we are calling for a 

germanwide and transnational mobilisation 

around the fifth anniversary of the March of Hope

in the first week of September. In joint days of 

action we want to express the glorious diversity 

of our struggles and networks. In a variety of 

activities, in virtual spaces, but also on the 

streets, and along escape and migration routes, 

we want to protest and demonstrate for freedom 

of movement and equal rights. (…)

From 2-4 September locally decentralised!

At the beginning of September we want to come 

together and plan actions together, in cities, 

villages and districts. Despite the challenges of 

the pandemic, we want to show that we continue 

to fight on these different fronts for a society of solidarity . There are many ideas: whether 

actions of civil disobedience, events about “Bürger*innenasyl”, a strike at the immigration 

authorities or a regional march from village to village, from camp to camp, for freedom of 

movement and the right to stay. Whether demonstrations and actions, visualisations, online 

activities or street theatre - let us fight together for freedom of movement, equal rights and 

against racism!

On September 5th

We would like to organise and gather at a regional level in order to realise We*ll Come United

this year in parallel across several federal states or even regional associations and to make 

our diversity and strength visible.

United against Racism!

FULL CALL SOON HERE:  HTTPS://WWW.WELCOME-UNITED.ORG
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